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Abstract
We present an algorithm for equivalence checking between two C++ objects that uses stepwise induction. To prevent the effort of checking each state for reachability, we utilize a
hypothesis that approximately describes the reachable states.

1. Motivation
Equivalence checking is used in the iterative development of a system to check if the old and
the modified models behave equivalently. The special case of equivalence checking in our paper
analyses two C++ classes. In this check the two models are equivalent iff the call of equivalent
methods on both models always leads to equivalent outputs, when only equivalent methods were
called before. We present an algorithm to prove or disprove the equivalence by using stepwise
induction. For this proof we use a hypothesis that approximates equivalent states of the two models.
Koelbl et al. [KJJP09] also use stepwise induction for equivalence checking. However, they do
not further analyze a counterexample if the proof fails and therefore cannot prove that two models
are not equivalent. This is possible with our algorithm. Other works on equivalence checking on
C programs [GMYF09, MSF06, SBCJ05] handle specific aspects like the equivalence of similar
code, array operations and pipelining. Finder et al. [FWF13] use bounded model checking to show
the equivalence between two functions. The paper shows the equivalence between two functions
and shortens the runtime by using checkpoints.
For the equivalence check C++ classes are interpreted as Finite State Machines (FSMs) where
states are assignments of variables and the edges correspond to the execution of public methods.
For two of those state machines exists a relation between the methods of both models specifying
which methods should be equivalent to each other. The state machines are combined by using the
synchronous product between them but only keeping the edges where the two inputs are in relation
to each other. FSMs are less powerful than C++ and some features from C++ like pointers cannot
be part of the checked classes. We also assume that all functions always terminate.
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Algorithm 1 Equivalence Check
Input:
cModel1, cModel2: the C++ models;
equiv_methods: relation of equivalent methods;
hyp: hypothesis for an invariant as logical formula;
Output:
decision of equivalence and an invariant (if the models are equivalent)

Description:
1: // Look for forbidden states and remove them from the hypothesis
2: pre_hyp = hyp; post_hyp = true; f orbidden_states = false;
3: f orbidden_states = getStatesW ithP redecessors(cM odel1, cM odel2, equiv_methods, pre_hyp, post_hyp);
4: if (initial_state(cM odel1, cM odel2) → f orbidden_states)
5: return models are not equivalent;
6: hyp = hyp ∧ ¬f orbidden_states;
7: // Look for counterexamples that lead from a state that fulfills the hypothesis to a state that does not fulfill it
8: pre_hyp = post_hyp = hyp;
9: while (generateCounterexample(cM odel1, cM odel2, equiv_methods, pre_hyp, post_hyp) ≠ null) {
10: (start, f ollow, method) = generateCounterExample(cM odel1, cM odel2, equiv_methods, pre_hyp, post_hyp);
11: // Get start and its predecessors
12: post_hyp = start;
13: predecessors = getStatesW ithP redecessors(cM odel1, cM odel2, equiv_methods, pre_hyp, post_hyp);
14: // Check if the initial state is one of the predecessors
15: if (initial_state(cM odel1, cM odel2) → predecessors){
16:
pre_hyp = f ollow;
17:
post_hyp = true;
18:
if (generateCounterexample(cM odel1, cM odel2, equiv_methods, pre_hyp, post_hyp) ≠ null) {
19:
return models are not equivalent;
20:
} else
21:
hyp = hyp ∨ f ollow;
22: } else
23:
hyp = hyp ∧ ¬predecessors;
24: pre_hyp = post_hyp = hyp;
25: }
26: return the models are equivalent and hyp is an invariant;

Our algorithm additionally requires a hypothesis for a likely invariant. At this step, the hypothesis
is not proven to be an invariant and does not need to be. If the hypothesis is not a correct invariant,
it is adjusted by the algorithm.
With the hypothesis the proof of equivalence can be done by stepwise induction. This proof utilizes the generated hypothesis and proves that, if a state fulfills the hypothesis and corresponding
methods are called in both models, the methods return the same results and the resulting state fulfills the hypothesis as well. For this check, an underlying model checker is used as a black-box. If
the proof is successful, the equivalence of the two models is proven. However, if a counterexample
is returned, it is not proven that the models are not equivalent.
We present an algorithm to handle this problem and finally prove or disprove if the two models are equivalent. Additionally, if the models are equivalent, an invariant is returned that is an
overapproximation of all reachable states.
2. Our Approach
The goal of this paper is an equivalence check between two software models in C++. This check
exploits a hypothesis for an invariant of the two models. The hypothesis should be true in all
reachable states of the combined state machine. The hypothesis is meant to be a likely invariant. Reachable states, that do not fulfill the hypothesis, or unreachable and fulfilling states can
complicate the equivalence check. Both problems are solved later on.

Algorithm 2 getStatesWithPredecessors
Input:
cModel1, cModel2: the C++ models;
equiv_methods: relation of equivalent methods;
pre_hyp, post_hyp: pre- and post-hypothesis as logical formula;
Output:
a logical formula that describes all starting states of counterexamples and their predecessors that fulfill the pre-hypothesis

Description:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

result = f alse
while (generateCounterexample(cM odel1, cM odel2, equiv_methods, pre_hyp, post_hyp) ≠ null) {
(start, f ollow, method) = generateCounterExample(cM odel1, cM odel2, equiv_methods, pre_hyp, post_hyp);
result = result ∨ start;
pre_hyp = pre_hyp ∧ ¬result;
post_hyp = ¬result;
}
return result

The proof is done with stepwise induction and either shows that when the models are in a state
that fulfills the hypothesis and methods that are defined as equivalent are executed, the methods
return equivalent results and the following state fulfills the hypothesis, or returns a counterexample. Counterexamples consist of an originating state start, a pair of methods that are defined
as equivalent method and a following state f ollow. A counterexample is denoted as a triple
(start, f ollow, method) which contains the according information. In the counterexample, the
methods either return different results or the following state does not fulfill the hypothesis. Counterexamples are used to adjust the hypothesis until either the equivalence is proven or disproven.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code.
The function generateCounterexample returns such a counterexample and receives the two models cM odel1 and cM odel2, the relation of methods equiv_methods, a pre-hypothesis pre_hyp,
and a post-hypothesis post_hyp who should hold in the starting and following state respectively.
Another function that is used by our algorithm is getStatesW ithP redecessors which returns all
counterexamples and their predecessors. The inputs are identical to generateCounterexample.
Different from generateCounterExample, this function returns a logical formula that describes
all starting states of existing counterexamples as well as the predecessors of those counterexamples
that fulfill the pre-hypothesis. The pseudo code can be seen in Algorithm 2.
In lines 1 – 3 of the algorithm, forbidden states are excluded from the hypothesis. We define
forbidden states as states in which a call of methods defined as equivalent returns different results
and the predecessors of those states.
By setting the post-hypothesis to true any counterexample is generated due to different results
from the methods. For each forbidden state found, pre- and post-hypothesis are adjusted to exclude that state. This enables us to find the predecessors of forbidden states and will prevent the
generation of a counterexample that has already been found. In line 4, it is checked if the initial
state is a forbidden state. If this is true, the models are not equivalent and the algorithm terminates.
Afterwards, the hypothesis is advanced to exclude all discovered forbidden states. In the next
step in lines 8 – 25 we generate counterexamples where the following state does not fulfill the
hypothesis. If there is such a counterexample (start, f ollow, method) then f ollow does not fulfill
the hypothesis since start cannot be a forbidden state.
We handle the counterexample similar to the previous step where we discovered the forbidden
states and exclude start and all its predecessors from the hypothesis, which can be seen in lines 12 –
13. If the initial state is not excluded that way, the counterexample was not reachable and start

and its predecessors can safely be excluded from the hypothesis in line 23. However, if the initial state is excluded the state start and therefore the original counterexample is reachable. The
counterexample was generated due to the state f ollow not fulfilling the hypothesis but not due to
different results from the methods. If f ollow is forbidden, which is checked in lines 16 – 18, the
models are not equivalent which is returned in line 19. Otherwise in line 21 f ollow is included
into the hypothesis. All successors of f ollow are checked in the same way. This is repeated until
no counterexamples remain.
If there was no counterexample that disproved the hypothesis, the models are equivalent. Additionally, the final hypothesis is an invariant which can be used to speed up further equivalence checks
after the modification of one model or other checks.
3. Experimental Results
Experiments were done with CBMC[CKL04] as backend. A simple example was tested with
multiple hypotheses. The check took only a few seconds with good hypotheses while true lead to
a timeout.
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